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Our April 2019 Report “Cost Savings Offered by Competition in Electric Transmission: Experience 
to Date and the Potential for Additional Customer Value”1 summarized US and international 

experience with competitive solicitations for the development of major transmission projects.  We 

discussed that using competitive solicitations in transmission development is estimated to save 20% 

to 30% of project costs compared to traditionally-developed transmission projects.  As a result, we 

recommend that policymakers and system planners consider expanding the scope of competitive 

solicitations for transmission projects, estimating that doing so could save $8 billion over the course 

of five years.  In June 2019, Emma Nicholson, Meredith Stone, and Danielle Powers of Concentric 

Energy Advisors issued a report about competitive transmission development entitled “Building 
New Transmission: Experience To-Date Does Not Support Expanding Solicitations” (“Concentric 

Report”).2  The Concentric Report is mostly a response to our April 2019 report. 

The Concentric authors take exception to our conclusions by critiquing three aspects of our study.  

First, they note that none of the transmission projects recently subject to competitive solicitations 

have been completed, which makes those projects’ final costs and associated savings attributable 

to the competitive process uncertain.  Second, they conclude that the competitive solicitations 

undertaken to date have been time and resource intensive and therefore may not be worth doing 

if cost savings are uncertain.  Third, they dispute that traditionally-developed transmission projects 

have experienced significant cost escalations relative to the projects’ initial cost estimates.  Based 

on these points, the Concentric authors state that our conclusion that competitive solicitations for 

transmission offer significant savings is “baseless” and that our findings should not be relied upon 

to justify an expansion of competitive solicitations for new transmission projects. 

This memo responds to each of these points.  We show that the Concentric authors’ criticisms are 

based on inappropriate and misleading cost comparisons, a misrepresentation of the available 

transmission cost data and facts, and a misunderstanding of our analysis. 

                                                   

1  https://www.brattle.com/news-and-knowledge/news/report-by-brattle-economists-discusses-the-

benefits-of-competitive-transmission  

2  https://ceadvisors.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/CEA_Order1000report_final.pdf  
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I. Experience with Completed Competitive Projects and Their Cost 
Escalations 

The Concentric authors state that the competitive transmission projects initiated under the 

Order No. 1000 planning processes have not yet been completed, that their final costs are not yet 

known, that no conclusion about their cost savings can be made, and therefore policy makers 

should wait until those projects are completed before making a decision about the successes of 

these competitive transmission projects.  While acknowledging that cost-containment provisions 

can cap some project cost escalations, the Concentric authors argue that the cost containment 

provisions offered in competitive solicitations are not comprehensive and they provide exclusions 

that allow the costs of the competitive projects to increase, which could erode a significant amount 

of our estimated savings.  We disagree and offer three responses to this concern.   

First, we recognize that some cost escalations often are unavoidable for transmission projects in 

general, and we account for the fact that some escalations likely will occur for competitive projects 

in our 20–30% range of estimated cost savings.  We have considered the potential cost escalations 

that may occur even with the offered cost caps and cost containment provisions by estimating a 

range of cost escalations for competitive projects.  The range includes: (a) no escalations above the 

capped cost of the winning bids; (b) inflation-based cost escalations (which are often allowed in 

cost caps); and (c) escalations that are equivalent to those experienced by traditionally-developed 

projects relative to their initial project cost estimates.   

Second, there is significant experience with completed competitive transmission projects, and this 

experience documents a range of savings that is consistent with our own range of savings.  We 

outline this experience in our report and in more detail below. 

Third, even though cost caps and cost containment provisions provide for exclusions that allow for 

cost adjustments of competitively bid projects, having these cost containment provisions is superior 

in terms of limiting cost escalations than the experience of the traditionally-developed projects 

that do not have any such cost containment provisions.   

A. Completed Competitive Transmission Projects Demonstrate Cost 
Savings of 20–30% 

As we have summarized on pages 44 and 49–51 of our April 2019 report, there is significant 

experience with competitive transmission projects that have been completed.  This experience is 

consistent with our estimated 20–30% cost savings: 

 Path 15, California: The 84 mile, 500 kV project in CAISO was completed in 2004 on time 

and under budget at a cost of approximately $250 million, 18% below the incumbent’s $306 

million initial cost estimate.  Recognizing that the completed cost of a traditionally-

developed Path 15 project may have exceeded the $306 million initial cost estimate, the 

actual savings likely were larger than 18%. 

 Fort McMurray, Alberta: The 508 kilometer, 500 kV project in Alberta was completed in 

March 2019 on budget ($1.6 billion) and three months ahead of schedule.  According to 
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the Alberta Electric System Operators’ estimation, the project provided Alberta ratepayers 

more than $400 million (21%) in cost savings.   

 UK Offshore Transmission: The UK regulator estimated that three rounds of competitive 

solicitations undertaken since 2009 for offshore transmission projects resulted in cost 

savings ranging from £683 million to £1,092 million, or 23%–34% of the estimated project 

costs net of the cost of conducting the solicitations. 

 Brazil: Since 1999, competitive auctions for 87 transmission projects (receiving 399 bids by 

112 companies and consortiums) yielded estimated cost savings averaging 25% (based on a 

study prepared by Imperial College and University of Cambridge for the U.K. regulator). 

B. Cost Containment Provisions Shift Some Cost Escalation Risks to 
the Project Developers Compared to Traditionally-Developed 
Projects  

Transmission developers that compete in the solicitations conduct their due diligence to articulate 

carefully the risks that they are willing to take on and those that they cannot control.  For example, 

as we have summarized on pages 41–42 of our report, the cost caps offered by LS Power affiliates 

in their successful bids illustrate the nature of these bid-based cost control mechanisms: 

 Artificial Island Project (PJM):  The $146 million cost cap escalates with inflation until 

construction starts.  The cost cap covers all LS Power–related construction costs, including 

those associated with obtaining permits, acquiring land, and environmental assessments 

and mitigations.  Exclusions to the cost cap include force majeure–type events, taxes, 

financing costs, and any incremental costs to the project caused by PJM-directed changes.  

 Harry Allen–Eldorado 500 kV (CAISO):  The project cost is capped at $147 million in 2020 

dollars.  Exclusions to the cost cap include force majeure events, financing costs, and cost 

increases caused by changes mandated by the ISO or from incumbent transmission owners 

at their substations. 

 Duff-Coleman 345 kV (MISO):  The total rate base is capped at $58.1 million with exclusions 

for force majeure events, ongoing O&M costs, and material changes to the scope of work. 

A range of similar cost containment provisions have been offered by most bidders to MISO’s most 

recent competitive solicitations.3   

The impact of cost containment provisions on the final costs for a project is illustrated by Nextera’s 

“Suncrest” projects. The projects were bid at $37 million compared to CAISO initial project cost 

estimates of $50–75 million, as shown in Figure 12 of our report.  When the interconnecting 

incumbent transmission owner raised concerns that necessitated the undergrounding of certain 

                                                   

3  See cost cap summary of received bids in Table 3-3, page 24, of https://cdn.misoenergy.org/Hartburg-

Sabine%20Junction%20500%20kV%20Selection%20Report296754.pdf  
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project components at an additional cost of approximately $5 million, NextEra committed that it 

will not seek to recover these costs if doing so were to exceed the binding cost cap.4   

While they are certainly possible and desirable, we are not aware of similar cost containment 

mechanisms offered through the traditional transmission development process.  By offering them 

as part of the competitive solicitations, competitive bidders help mitigate the cost escalation risks 

faced by transmission customers.  Without such cost control commitments, customers are exposed 

to higher risks of cost escalations.  Even if the cost control commitments do not transfer all of the 

risks to the developers, they at least remove some of the risks from customers compared to projects 

without such commitments.  Thus, even though exclusions to the cost caps for competitively 

developed projects allow for some cost escalations, we anticipate these escalations will be less than 

the cost escalations for traditionally-developed projects without such cost containment 

commitments. 

II. The Time and Resource Requirements of Competitive 
Solicitations 

The Concentric authors claim on pages 26–32 of their report that competitive solicitations 

conducted to date were time and resource intensive, with time requirements as the most significant 

of “expenditures” of the competitive processes.  The authors’ claim, as presented in Table 12 of the 

Concentric Report, that between 113 and 1,498 days were required from project need 

identification to ISO/RTO board approval is quite misleading.   

First, the Concentric Report exaggerates time requirements between need identification and 

ISO/RTO’s board approval.  As shown in Table 12 of the Concentric Report, 10 of the 17 

competitive projects they reviewed took less than one year between the need identification and 

the ISO/RTO’s board approval; three projects required only 55 to 174 days.  This time requirement 

is not particularly consequential given that most major transmission projects require many years, 

sometimes five to ten years, to be placed in service after needs are first identified.   

Second, the Concentric Report exaggerates how much time the competitive solicitation process 

adds to overall project development timelines.  As shown again in Table 12 of the Concentric 

Report, the solicitation process itself tends to take only 3–6 months, not several years. 

Third, several of the processes summarized in Table 12 of the Concentric Report have been 

conducted for the first time.  Setting up such competitive processes will necessarily take more time 

initially, but they will become more streamlined as experience is gained over time.  One example 

is MISO’s competitive transmission process improvement effort.  MISO reduced the total 

competitive process duration by nearly 12% between its first and second competitive solicitations 

                                                   

4  Testimony of Michael Sheehan on behalf of NextEra Energy Transmission West, LLC in CPUC Docket 

No. A.15-08—027, May 16, 2017, p. 28. 
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and has proposed further reductions of its competitive process timeline, particularly for smaller 

and less complex transmission projects.5   

Fourth, the competitive timelines documented by the Concentric authors include efforts that 

would be similarly time consuming for traditionally-developed projects.  For example, the MISO 

competitive process improvement discussion makes clear that part of the time requirement, up to 

165 days,6 is necessary to allow bidders to develop detailed project specifications, an effort that 

would also have to be undertaken by incumbent transmission owners when pursuing traditionally-

developed projects.  

Fifth, the Concentric authors focus attention on two special cases: PJM’s and New York’s processes. 

PJM’s Artificial Island project, required significant time because the untested process had been 

held up in disputes between PJM, the incumbent transmission owner, and the non-incumbent 

bidders.  Similarly, New York’s process at the time included an evolving regulatory proceeding 

which involved state policymakers, regulators, and the ISO.  Much of this was related to assessing 

the need for public policy projects in New York and would have required the same amount of time 

regardless of whether a competitive solicitation was used.  In addition, the PJM and NYISO 

“solutions-based” processes are necessarily more time consuming because they require time for the 

bidders, not the ISOs/RTOs (as is the case in CAISO, MISO, and SPP), to identify specific 

transmission solutions that can address an identified need . 

Finally, and most importantly, even if the competitive process adds some time to the overall 

development and completion of transmission projects, experience shows that competitive projects 

have come in on time and on budget.  This more than makes up for the time spent up front to 

ensure the competitive process brings value to customers.  It is the same reason why the developers 

for most large capital projects invest extra effort upfront to obtain the most cost-effective solutions 

and select the most efficient contractors to ensure that the overall costs are contained and risks are 

minimized.   

The Concentric authors’ claim that the cost of conducting competitive solicitations is prohibitively 

high is similarly unsupported.  First, as we discuss on pages 37–39 of our report, the ISO/RTO cost 

of conducting competitive solicitations and the bidders’ own cost of participating in these 

solicitations is incurred by the bidders and thus has to be recovered through their winning bids.  

As we have shown, the winning bids have been substantially below the projects’ initial cost 

estimates.  Second, the available data we provide in our report shows that the cost of solicitations 

to the ISOs/RTOs is modest compared to the likely cost savings, which is also consistent with 

international experience.  For example, the UK regulator estimated that the total cost of 

solicitations adds approximately 4% to competitive project costs, with developers’ costs estimated 

                                                   

5  See MISO, Competitive Transmission Process Continuous Improvement Workshop II, July 18, 2019, 

Slides 18-20.  Available at: 

https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20190718%20CTA%20Process%20Improvement%20Workshop%20Presen

tation364938.pdf. 

6  Id., Slide 20. 
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at approximately 2% of the project cost, the regulators’ cost of conducting the solicitation adding 

1%, and implementation costs by the network owner and system operator accounting for an 

additional 1%.  Despite these added costs, the UK experience with offshore transmission shows 

that three rounds of competitive solicitations for 15 transmission projects achieved estimated 

savings averaging 23% to 34% of total project costs, including the cost of conducting the 

simulations. 

III. Cost Escalations of Traditionally-Developed Transmission Projects 

We found in our review of available transmission cost data that initial planning cost estimates are 

available for both competitively- and traditionally-developed projects and thus provide a common 

reference point for both types of transmission projects for estimating the potential cost savings of 

the competitive development process.  For competitive projects, we compared the initial planning 

cost estimates to the price of winning bids as a first step and then added a range of plausible cost 

escalations to the cost of the winning bid due to the lack of completed projects.  For traditional-

developed projects, we compared the initial planning cost estimates to the cost of completed 

projects to determine typical cost escalations. 

To estimate the potential cost savings for competitive projects developed since FERC Order 1000 

was implemented, we compared the range of likely cost outcomes for competitive projects (relative 

to initial cost estimates) to the typical cost escalations of traditionally-developed projects (relative 

to initial cost estimates).  The estimated cost savings from our analysis were then compared to the 

cost savings achieved in other jurisdictions that have already implemented competitive 

transmission solicitations. 

The Concentric authors disagree with our approach of using the initial cost estimates as the 

common reference points for competitively- and traditionally-developed projects.  First and 

foremost, they argue against comparing the completed costs of traditionally-developed projects to 

the initial planning estimates.  They claim that it is more reasonable to compare the completed 

costs of traditionally-developed projects to updated estimates of project costs because the scope of 

the projects tends to change between the initial planning effort and later in the project 

development process.   

As explained in more detail below, the Concentric authors’ reliance on updated project costs 

instead of using a common reference point of the initial cost estimates accounts for most of the 

difference between our and the Concentric authors’ estimates of cost escalations associated with 

traditionally-developed transmission projects.  By using the updated cost estimates, which are 

generally higher than initial cost estimates, as the reference point for cost comparisons, the 

Concentric authors’ calculated cost escalations for traditionally-developed projects are much lower 

than our estimates.   

As an example, we estimated the cost escalations of a MISO transmission project using the two 

approaches to help illustrate how Concentric authors’ use of updated cost estimates as the starting 

point substantially reduces their estimated cost escalations and produces misleading results:  
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 The MISO project was approved in 2008 at an initial cost estimate of $360 million and 

placed into service in 2016 for $493 million. 

 We thus calculated a 37% cost escalation for this project.  

 MISO provided updated cost estimates for the same project in 2014 at $430 million and 

again in 2015 at $448 million. 

 Based on those values, the Concentric authors calculated a much lower cost escalation of 

only 12% based on the average of the updated project cost estimates ($439 million) and the 

completed costs ($493 million). 

Since we use initial cost estimates to compare both competitively- and traditionally-developed 

transmission projects, we disagree that cost escalations of traditionally-developed projects should 

be measured only against updated estimates.  Even if the initial cost estimates are only “conceptual” 

in nature, they should not consistently be lower than updated cost estimates.  For instance, if the 

project cost estimates at the conceptual stage should be accurate within plus or minus 30% relative 

to the more refined project costs at a later stage, then some projects would have higher and some 

would have lower final costs compared to the “conceptual” project’s initial cost estimates.  But that 

is not the case and when Concentric authors use the updated cost estimates as the reference point, 

the cost escalations are always lower.  The Concentric authors’ approach suggests that initial cost 

estimates are generally too low compared to later, more refined cost estimates.   

Importantly, if it were the case that initial cost estimates are generally too low (compared to the 

final project costs) and that experienced developers bidding into the competitive solicitations are 

aware of that, then the competitively-bid projects should also come in at a bid price higher than 

these initial project cost estimates.  But that is not the case.  Instead, the selected bids of 

competitively-developed transmission projects are typically below the initial project cost 

estimates—and these bids often include cost caps and other cost control commitments that limit 

cost escalations. 

We discuss in more detail our assessment of the Concentric authors’ analyses of cost escalations for 

each of the ISOs/RTOs below. 

A. Concentric’s Use of MISO’s Cost Data Relies on Updated and 
Redundant Cost Estimates and Reduces Their Estimated Cost 
Escalations 

In analyzing traditionally-developed MISO’s projects, Concentric relies not only on updated cost 

estimates, but also uses duplicate data points for the very same projects.  For example, the same 

project shows up with multiple updated cost estimates that gradually move toward final project 

cost.  The chart and table below illustrates that approach. 

Figure 1 below demonstrates in more detail the example from MISO that we discussed above. 

MISO approved the project in 2008 at an initial estimate of $360 million and then reported annual 

project cost updates from 2009 to 2015 until the project was completed in 2016 at a final cost of 
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$493 million, 37% higher than the initial cost estimate.  The Concentric authors’ analysis, 

presented on page 9 of their report, relies only on cost data for the period from 2014 through 2017.  

For the particular project, Concentric considered only the updated cost estimates from 2014 and 

2015, disregarding the earlier cost updates, and the final 2016 costs to calculate a much lower cost 

escalation.  Specifically, the Concentric authors’ analysis considers the same project twice: first as 

a project with a 14% cost escalation based on its 2014 updated cost estimate; and then again as a 

project with a 10% cost escalation based on its 2015 updated cost estimate.  This yields an average 

cost escalation of only 12%, which is about one third of the cost escalation when calculated based 

on the initial 2008 cost estimate at the time of MISO approval. 

Figure 1: MISO Project Cost Escalation Example (Project 1024) 

 

Table 1 shows two examples where the Concentric authors evaluated the cost changes repetitively 

and for the same project.  By applying this approach to all projects listed in MISO’s 2014–2017 

project cost reports, Table 3 on page 9 of the Concentric Report estimates MISO cost escalations 

averaged only 5.9%—approximately one-third of the 18% overall cost escalation we estimated in 

Figure 21 and Table 17 of our report.  This 5.9% Concentric cost escalation estimate is unreasonably 

understated and inconsistent with MISO’s own reported cost escalations for major projects.  For 

example, for the entire Multi Value Project (MVP) portfolio of transmission projects, MISO 

reported on page 5 of its 2017 MTEP MVP Update that “Total portfolio costs have increased from 

$5.56 billion in MTEP11 to $6.65 billion in MTEP17.”7  That is a 19.6% cost escalation compared 

to the initial 2011 cost estimates when the MVP portfolio was first approved. 

                                                   

7  https://cdn.misoenergy.org/MTEP17%20MVP%20Triennial%20Review%20Report117065.pdf  
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Table 1: MISO Project Cost Escalation Examples 
 

Project 1024  Project 4711 

MTEP Year  Cost Estimate 
(in $million) 

Cost Estimate 

     

2008  $360 (as approved) 
 

2009  $360 
 

2010  $445 
 

2011  $445 
 

2012  $445 
 

2013  $473 
 

2014  $431  $20 (as approved) 

2015  $448  $16 

2016  In service  $14 

2017 
 

In service      

Final Cost  $493  $15      

Brattle Approach Cost Escalation using 
2008 Initial Cost Estimate 

37%  ‐29% 

Concentric Approach Using 2014 and 
2015 as Initial Cost Estimates 

12%  ‐12% 

Notes and Sources: As shown in this table, transmission cost estimates change year‐to‐year in the MTEP 
published data. It is not uncommon for cost estimates to increase annually as cost escalations become 
apparent.  The  Brattle  approach  calculates  cost  escalation  between  the  final  cost  and  the  earliest 
available cost estimate. The Concentric approach calculates cost escalation annually for each project 
from 2014–2017, effectively averaging it out. So for this project 1024, the Brattle approach calculates 
escalation  as  493/360  −  1  =  37%.  The  Concentric  approach  would  calculate  escalation  as  (493  + 
493)/(431 + 448) − 1 = 12%. 

 

B. The Concentric Analysis is Based on Unreliable Cost Data from 
PJM 

In footnote 17 of the Concentric Report, the authors state, “Brattle excluded the 72% of projects 

where the initial and latest cost estimates were the same….  However, we found no documentation 

or basis to exclude these data.”  In contrast, the Concentric authors’ analysis includes every PJM 

project even when there is no additional information about how the final project costs differ from 

the projects’ initial cost estimates.  This is because, for many of the projects in PJM’s database, the 

final project costs are reported to be exactly identical to the project’s initial cost estimate, providing 

no updates to the actual project costs. 

Based on discussions with PJM transmission developers, we understand that updates of initial cost 

estimates are undertaken by the transmission developers on a voluntary basis.  To assume that 

every project for which the cost estimates have not been updated means that the final project costs 

are identical to the initial estimates will necessarily understate the measured cost escalations.  
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Additionally, relying on initial cost estimates that have not been updated is inconsistent with the 

Concentric authors’ statement that initial cost estimates are necessarily high-level and will be 

refined throughout the project development process.  If a project’s final cost is exactly equal to its 

initial cost estimate, we have assumed that there is no information about the final cost of the 

project.   

In addition, we reviewed how often the initial and final costs differ based on the scale of the 

projects.  For larger, more expensive projects (e.g., projects with costs greater than $100 million), 

90% of all reported final costs differ from the initial estimates, suggesting that 90% of all projects 

have updated final cost data.  For projects with a cost between $25 million and $100 million, 

approximately half of all reported final costs differ from the projects’ reported initial cost estimates.  

For projects costing less than $25 million, however, most projects show reported “final” costs that 

are exactly identical to the initial estimates.  This pattern of an increasingly larger portions of small 

projects without updated final cost data supports our approach of excluding such projects from our 

analysis. 

Overall, we maintain that it is appropriate to exclude transmission projects for which initial cost 

estimates and final project costs are identical.  This is because it is most likely that the cost data in 

PJM’s records have not been updated by the transmission developers and, thus, are not reflective 

of true final project costs.  By including these projects, the Concentric authors assume that many 

final costs are identical to initial cost estimates and thereby calculate that a large number of projects 

have cost escalations of zero.  This necessarily reduces the average PJM-wide escalation calculated 

by the Concentric authors.  By excluding projects without updated final cost data, our sample also 

is focused more on larger projects, which are the type of projects that are most suitable for 

competitive solicitations and thus the most relevant benchmark against which cost savings of 

competitive processes can be measured. 

C. Concentric Understates Cost Escalations of SPP Projects 

The Concentric authors reviewed estimated cost escalations for SPP’s Balanced Portfolio Projects, 

Priority Projects, and ITP Portfolio Projects.  Similar to the issues we raised with their analysis of 

MISO costs, we find that Concentric again does not consider the change in costs from the initial 

cost estimate to the final costs.  For the Balanced Portfolio and Priority Projects, Concentric uses 

an updated cost estimate following a significant increase in costs, while for the ITP Portfolio 

Projects they use the “current cost estimates” of projects for which final costs are not reported.  

For SPP’s Balanced Portfolio and Priority Projects, the Concentric authors recommend that the 

updated higher cost estimates should be utilized as points of comparison instead of the initial cost 

estimate. Comparing final project costs to these higher updated cost estimates, one would 

inevitably conclude that SPP’s Balanced Portfolio and Priority Projects did not experience any cost 

escalations.  Since we compared the winning bid of SPP’s only competitive project with SPP’s 

initial planning study cost estimate for that project, the initial project cost estimates remain the 

appropriate point of comparison.  In addition, as we show in Table 8 of our report, the bid for the 

competitive project was 50% below SPP’s cost estimate.  This difference is large enough so that the 
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extent of whether transmission project costs do not escalate (from the updated estimate) or escalate 

18% (from the initial estimate) would not materially change our finding that competitive processes 

offer significant cost savings. 

The Concentric authors noted that SPP’s updated higher project cost estimates simply reflect 

additional costs due to line rerouting and reactive compensation and that these types of cost 

increases would occur with any transmission project, regardless of its developer or the process by 

which it is selected.  We agree and have noted the justifications for such cost increases in our 

report.  However, since we explicitly assume in our estimate of cost savings that such cost increases 

(relative to initial cost estimates) could also be incurred by competitive projects (within certain 

limits allowed in cost control commitments), the fact that such cost escalations are justified does 

not change our overall conclusions. 

For ITP Portfolio Projects, SPP provides up to three cost estimates: Baseline Cost Estimate, Current 

Cost Estimate, and Final Cost.  We calculate cost escalation by comparing “Final Cost” to “Baseline 

Cost Estimate” for all projects for which SPP provides both of these data points.  However, as the 

Concentric authors note, this means we excluded projects for which Final Cost data have not yet 

been made available by SPP.  To expand their sample and include projects without Final Cost data, 

the Concentric authors rely on SPP’s most recent “Current Cost Estimate” in place of a project’s 

Final Cost.  A comparison of projects for which both Current Cost Estimates and Final Costs are 

available shows that SPP’s Current Cost Estimates often are substantially below Final Costs.  In 

fact, in some instances, the Current Cost Estimate has not even been updated from the Baseline 

Cost Estimate.  For this reason, and as illustrated in Table 2 below, it is unreasonable to use Current 

Cost Estimate as a proxy for Final Cost.  By doing so, the Concentric authors significantly 

understate total cost escalations of ITP projects. 

Table 2: Examples of Cost Escalations of SPP ITP Projects Based on “Current Cost 
Estimate” (Concentric) and “Final Cost” (Brattle)  

 

 

NTC ID, PID, and UID

SPP Baseline 

Cost Estimate

SPP Current 

Cost Estimate

SPP Final 

Cost

Brattle 

Escalation 

Estimate

Concentric 

Escalation 

Estimate

[1] [2] [3] [4]=[3]/[1]‐1 [5]=[2]/[1]‐1

200208_909_50579 $3,000,000 $3,000,000 $3,672,718 22% 0%

200299_30581_50763 $5,693,264 $5,693,264 $7,594,703 33% 0%

200299_30581_50764 $6,929,179 $6,929,179 $7,409,811 7% 0%

20084_834_11101 $6,500,000 $7,588,596 $8,084,263 24% 17%

200166_30356_50407 $7,699,644 $8,287,874 $9,933,961 29% 8%

200309_30717_50883 $13,283,227 $10,291,637 $17,588,398 32% ‐23%

200200_30488_50595 $17,928,848 $17,928,848 $19,103,991 7% 0%
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D. Concentric’s Claimed Lower Cost Escalations of Projects in ISO-NE 
Do Not Affect Our Estimates of Cost Savings 

In page A-1 of their report, the Concentric authors also disagree with our estimate of transmission 

cost escalations in ISO-NE, noting that we “inappropriately compared final project cost to early 

planning level estimates.”  The cost escalations calculated based on subsequent cost estimates, such 

as inflation-adjusted cost estimates or cost estimates filed in the siting applications, will inevitably 

be lower than using the initial cost estimates.  This is because the updated cost estimates for projects 

in ISO-NE are substantially above the initial project cost estimates.  However, as explained above, 

we rely on initial project cost estimate as the reference point for both competitive and traditionally 

developed transmission projects.  With respect to ISO-NE, this reference point is irrelevant to our 

analysis of cost savings from competitive projects since ISO-NE has not conducted competitive 

transmission solicitation yet and the joint clean energy and transmission solicitations in New 

England did not involve any transmission cost estimates. 

The Concentric authors claim that our sample of ISO-NE projects represent less than 2% of all 

projects placed in service across ISO-NE since 2002.  This percentage is misleadingly however 

because as shown in Table 19 of our report, our portfolio of ISO-NE projects reflects a total 

transmission investment of $4.2 billion, which exceeds the $3.8 billion of transmission investments 

examined by Concentric in Table 2 of their report.   

E. Concentric Misrepresents Our Analysis of CAISO Cost Escalation  

The Concentric authors’ comparison of estimated cost escalations with ours in Figure 1 (page 3) of 

their report does not include a comparison of cost escalations for California ISO (CAISO) 

transmission projects.  They nevertheless critiqued our analysis of CAISO costs data on pages 12–

13 and A-8 through A-10 of their report, noting that our 41% cost escalation estimate of 

traditionally-developed California transmission projects is based on only 10 projects with CAISO 

initial cost estimates, rather than the broader set of projects for which data was available.  This 

critique is misplaced for several reasons.   

First, because we compare bids for ten CAISO competitive transmission projects with CAISO’s 

initial project cost estimates for those projects, we conducted consistent analyses for traditionally-

developed transmission projects by also analyzing how the completed costs of these projects 

compared to CAISO initial cost estimates.  However, CAISO initial cost estimates were available 

for only ten traditionally-developed projects.  Our comparison of ten competitively bid projects 

with ten traditionally developed projects—with both samples consisting of projects of similar 

size—showed that the bids of competitive projects on average were 29% below CAISO’s initial 

cost estimate (Table 9), while the final costs of traditionally-developed projects on average had 

escalated 41% above CAISO’s initial cost estimates. 

Second, we reported cost escalation of traditionally-developed transmission projects beyond those 

for which CAISO initial cost estimates were available.  This larger group of projects, representing 

$4 billion in total investment, consisted of all projects that: (a) were subject to CAISO or CPUC 

approval, and thus representative of the type of projects that could be open for competitive 
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solicitations; and (b) had reported data for both initial cost estimates prepared by the incumbent 

transmission owners and final project costs.  Based on this broader set of eighteen traditionally-

developed projects, we documented an average cost escalation of 33% relative to the initial cost 

estimates that the incumbent transmission owners themselves developed and filed with the CAISO 

or CPUC. 

Finally, the Concentric authors critiqued the 33% cost escalation calculated for our larger 

$4 billion sample of transmission projects by noting that we included Southern California Edison’s 

(SCE’s) Tehachapi renewable generation integration projects, which faced a 31% cost escalation 

over SCE’s $1.8 billion initial cost estimate (see Table 18 in our report).  Based on the Concentric 

authors’ view, this project should not have been included in the sample because it is “not 

representative” of typical cost escalation risks because the project was a complex greenfield project 

that faced significant and unexpected siting challenges.  We disagree with this view.  Large 

greenfield projects such as the Tehachapi project, would be the type of project for which 

competitive solicitations would likely make a difference.  In fact, the Tehachapi project is similar 

to Alberta’s competitively solicited Fort McMurray project, for which the Alberta system operated 

initially estimated costs of CAD $1.8 billion, but which received a binding bid of CAD $1.4 billion 

(a 21% or $400 million cost saving) and was completed at a cost of $1.6 billion after allowing cost 

adjustments for rerouting.8 

F. The Bottom Line: The Project’s Initial Cost Estimates Are the Best 
Basis for Comparison for Estimated Cost Savings from Competitive 
Solicitations 

In summary, we disagree with the Concentric authors’ approach to calculate cost escalations of 

traditionally developed transmission projects based on updated estimates of project costs or 

excluding major greenfield projects, such as Tehachapi, from the sample.  We applied equivalent 

treatment to competitive and traditionally developed projects by using initial cost estimates as the 

starting point for both to evaluate cost escalations and potential savings.  The Concentric authors 

did not.  The Concentric authors state that ISO/RTO’s initial cost estimates are not the best basis 

for comparing winning bids against the cost of traditionally developed projects.  But those initial 

cost estimates are the most relevant information for comparisons as these same initial estimates are 

used for both competitive and traditionally developed projects as their starting points for 

evaluating project cost trends .  The Concentric authors inappropriately compare bids of 

competitive projects against initial cost estimates while comparing traditionally developed projects 

against updated cost estimates, which are generally higher due to cost escalations.   

This debate over the use of various cost estimates shows that transmission costs are not currently 

tracked consistently.  The lack of well-documented and meaningful cost data is a challenge for 

transmission customers and policymakers interested in understanding these costs.  Thus, we 

reiterate our recommendation that the reporting and tracking of transmission project cost data be 

improved and made more transparent across all regions. 

                                                   

8  See discussion on page 49 of our report. 
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IV. Overall Conclusion: The Experience with Order No. 1000 Already 
Supports that Competitive Solicitations of Transmission Projects 
Should Be Expanded 

The Concentric authors conclude on page 38 of their report that there is “no basis to expand the 

scope of competitive solicitations in FERC-jurisdictional ISOs/RTOs.”  This conclusion is based in 

large part on their claims that: (1) it is not yet possible to estimate savings because final costs are 

not known and cost control commitments may not be effective; (2)  traditionally-developed 

transmission projects do not experience cost escalations; and (3) the significant time requirement 

of competitive solicitations could lead to costly delays and reliability challenges.  However, as we 

have discussed above, these conclusions are not based on sound analysis of typical cost escalations 

for traditionally-developed projects.  They inappropriately dismiss the effectiveness of cost control 

commitments, and they exaggerate the time and resource requirements of competitive solicitation 

processes.   

In attempting to support their recommendation that the scope of competitive solicitations should 

not be expanded because cost control commitments may not be effective, the Concentric authors 

(on page 18 of their report) cite to a research paper by Professor Paul L. Joskow of the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.).9  Prof. Joskow’s research paper, however, offers 

the following conclusions that are contrary to the Concentric authors’ findings and 

recommendations:  

 “[T]here is quite a bit to learn from the 16 projects selected through an organized 

competitive procurement process by ISOs since Order 1000 went into effect” 

 Non-incumbents’ “projects often have significantly lower cost estimates than the 

incumbent’s, often combined with cost containment commitments” 

 “The competitive procurements demonstrate that competing transmission developers can 

reduce expected costs by coming up with innovative designs to resolve transmission needs 

identified through the ISO regional planning process, taking on more performance 

risk…etc.”  

 “Competitive procurement may also induce incumbents and non-incumbents to sharpen 

their pencils” 

 “While the jury is necessarily still out on whether competitive procurement leads to lower 

costs to meet specific transmission needs, I think that there are good reasons to believe that 

it likely does.  The evidence from other countries…is consistent with this view.” 

 “[T]he experience to date is sufficiently promising to consider expanding the use of open 

competitive procurement solicitations for transmission projects…there are potential 

efficiency gains from expanding open competitive solicitation opportunities….” [emphasis 

added] 

                                                   

9  “Competition for Electric Transmission Projects in the U.S.: FERC Order 1000,” March 16, 2019.  

Available at: https://economics.mit.edu/files/16832. 
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We maintain that the analysis we presented in our report provides a reasonable view of the 

potential cost savings of competitive solicitations and federal and state policy makers should 

expand the scope of competitive transmission processes.   

As shown, competitive processes offer well-documented cost savings by: 

 Pressuring competing transmission developers to become more innovative in their project 

design, engineering, and other development procedures, which offers well-documented 

cost savings.  

 Encouraging transmission developers to engage in advanced design, engineering, and 

project planning to capture their competitive advantages—and sometimes partnering with 

parties that are in the best position to bring forth the best project at the lowest costs. 

 Providing incentives for finding the most competitive financing structure and costs. 

 Creating incentives for planners (at the ISOs/RTOs) to be more accurate in specifying the 

needs and estimating the potential project costs. 


